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Arden Wilken

The basis for the
INNER SOUND CDs comes from
the creation of over 10,000 Personal
Music compositions by Arden
Wilken and the benefits described by
those who used them.

THE BRAIN TAPE CD (70 min)
Music for exercising the mind.
1. An inward journey through the 4 brainwave
states- beta, alpha, theta and delta.
2. Integration of the left and right hemispheres.
3. Expansion.
For studying, memory improvement, and
mental clarity

SOUND TOUCH

JUST Tuning series
A tuning that will relax you.
Just Piano CD
Just Celtic CD
Just Yoga CD
(52 min)
Familiar melodies
from the
British Isles
with a gentle sea in
the background.

(53 min)
Music for the
practice of
Yoga and
Meditation.

THERAPEUTIC MUSIC CDs

MENTAL

(54 min) Relax to 24
well-loved classical
piano works from Bach
to Debussy (1650-1910)
played at historical
pitches using natural
tuning.

CD (57 min)
Take an inward journey through the 7
major chakras with Arden Wilken,
Michêle Averard, and
Nestor Kornblum. (Wide range of
instruments, singing and chanting.)

COSMIC
ALIGNMENT
CD (71 min)
Tibetan bowls, pure
5ths, and INNER
SOUND motifs are
combined to create an
innovative, balanced,
sound tool.

PERSONAL MUSIC
COMPILATION

INNER SUN CD (60 min)
Music for communicationinward and outward.
Bathes the layers of the energy field with
distinct colors to create a homogeneous
connection between them.
1. Rose 2. Purple 3. Chartreuse
4. Silver 5. Rust 6. Mauve 7. Gold

MAGICAL GARDEN CD (60 min)
Natural sounds and music for birth and
rebirth- also for babies and young children.
1. (Stream and birds) Day: The passage
of the sun along the banks of an
ever-changing stream.
2. (Wind, rain, thunderstorm and birds)
Night: From stillness to storm and back again.

NEW HEART CD (60 min)
(At 60 beats per minute)
Music for emotional bonding.
1. Facilitates letting go of defense
mechanisms and feelings of rejection.
2. Facilitates expansion of breath
capacity and activation of self-affinity.

CDR (25 to 40 minutes)

Special music created
for you based on your
desired theme. Your
Personal Music
is recorded with SSRS.

INTUITION CD (59 min)
Music for the feminine aspect.
1. Intuition. 2. Being in the flow.
3. Deepening power.
4. Cleansing with a violet flame.
5. For DEPRESSION This music is
focused at the emotional states
associated with lack of energy and
apathy. Listen as much as 3 times a
day. Try physical activity after each
session.

SSRS (Spectrum Sound Resonance
System), a range of psychoacoustic
effects, is used in all our recordings to
enhance the music.
are Trademarks of Arden and Jack Wilken

NATURE SERENADE
CD (60 min) Natural sounds and
music for the masculine aspect.
1. Journey through the sea.
2. (Stream and underground cavern)
Inward journey for
inner peace and tranquility.
For grounding

INNER HARMONY

Journey Through the Chakras

CD (63 min)
21 Motifs that are the basic
building blocks
of INNER SOUND.
12 Life Themes created
from the INNER SOUND
Motifs.
This CD is the heart of this
Sound and Therapeutic
Music system. Recorded
in Pythagorean tuning.

VOYAGE TO FREEDOM CD
(63 min)
Music for Nurturing
1. For FATIGUE Helps to shift
short and long term fatigue.
2. BEAUTY Emotional bonding.
3. For STRESS For centering
and focus.

EMOTIONAL

DREAMTIME CD (68 min)
Music for Sleep- a soothing musical massage for
more restful sleep and insightful dreams.
1. Encourages the brain to enter into a dominant
state of alpha waves as a preparation for sleep.
2. Helps increase theta and delta waves in the
brain.
3. Extra sleep.

Repose

CD (70 min)
Music for Relaxation.
Especially suited to
accompany manual
therapies such as
Reflexology,
Shiatsu, etc...

DEEP TOUCH CD (71 min)
Music for Massage and heightening
the enjoyment of physical contact.
1. Stimulates and opens sensory
pathways on the body’s surface.
2. Heightens body sensitivity and
enjoyment of touch.
3. For PAIN Helps change both
emotional and physical discomfort.
The length of time for relief varies.
Initially, listen at low volume for a
few minutes to determine personal
tolerance.

ENERGETIC

INNER FOCUS CD (71 min)
Music for Meditation
1. Stimulates the flow of electromagnetic energy in the core of the body.
2. Distant memories.
3. Inward journey.
Complements regression therapies
and work with the subconscious
MUSIC for CHILDREN MUSIC for HEALING CD
CD (48 min)
Music for the inner child.
1. Helps to free up tension
that inhibit creativity.
2. Integration of movement
created by Track 1.
For both children
(2 to 10 yrs.) and adults

PHYSICAL
AROMATHERAPY
CD (69 min)

Reiki Music

CD (70 min)
CD (70 min)
For self and full
Music for energetic
Reiki treatments.
alignment and integration.
1. Opening 2. Tuning 3. Aligning Music to accompany
and support Reiki
4. Balancing 5. Integrating
sessions. Includes
6. Closing 7. For the five senses
time indicators for
8. Resting 9. New Heart
changing hand
For the structural integrity
positions.
of the energy system

(60 min)
Music for activating the body’s
natural healing energy.
(Drink small amounts of water
before or during listening.)
1. Activates acupressure
points in the chest to reset
disrupted energy circuitry.
2. Three color baths: Orange, blue
and green.

RADIANT BODY CD (71 min)

Music for relaxed vitalization.
1- 3 stimulate the movement
To accompany the use of
of energy around the body.
essential oils or
4 & 5 integrate the movement created by
aromatherapy, the ancient
1- 3 to promote relaxation.
art of healing using the 6. Colors from Music for HEALING, Track 2.
pure extracts of aromatic
For personal boundaries and space
plants.

FLOATING in the Sea CD (60 min)
(Natural sounds and music)
By recording with SSRS, Jack Wilken has
created a feeling of being
out of Time and Space.
1. Sea sounds from the Mediterranean.
2. Sea sounds with the mythical echo of Sirens.
For profound and immediate relaxation

Courses
Professional Trainings
Presence and Correspondence
TUNING FORK Trainings- Basic/Advanced/Spa
AUTOPHONETICS- Voice Workshop
INTRODUCTION to SOUND THERAPY
Professional TRAININGS in Sound Therapy
School for INNER SOUND is approved by the
National Certification Board of Massage Therapy and
Body Work (NCBTMB) as a Board Approved
Continuing Education Provider.

PERSONAL MUSIC CD
Your Personal music is compiled using
more than 35 musical motifs discovered
and developed by Arden Wilken in a
wide range of sounds and instruments.
The compilation is focused on the theme
of your choice such as stress reduction, physical health
and vitality, pregnancy, energy and chakra balancing or
expansion of consciousness.
In collaboration with Healing Touch for Animals

Healing Music for Animals and Their People,
Vols I, II & III

INNER SOUND TUNING FORKS
A Healing Journey Through Sound:

ths

Spirals of Pure 5
The Set of 13 and OM Set of 14 are sets of precisionmade aluminum tuning forks, applied at the ears,
specifically designed to produce an organized wave of
expansion and contraction throughout the body aiding
a state of deep relaxation. This state encourages the
body to regenerate and the energy field to align.
The tuning forks can be used independently or as an
enhancement to any therapy for
personal or professional use.
Smaller sets from each include Pair 5, Personal Tuners
(Set of 13), and OM Tuners (OM Set of 14).
Pair 5 and OM Tuners are used in Healing Touch for Animals courses.
www.healingtouchforanimals.com

Process of Healing
Step 1 Relaxation = Set of 13 (Pair 5 & Personal Tuners)
Step 2 Centering, Deeper Contact, & Grounding = OM Set of 14
(OM Tuners)

Healing Music for Healing Touch Level 1 (59 min)
1. Introduction: Welcoming, Invitation,
Immersion, Intake, Inhale
2. Main Body: Deep Healing, The Work,
Healing Journey
3. Release: Awakening into Joy, Exhale

Arden and Jack Wilken, co-founders
of INNER SOUND, have traveled the world investigating
the effect of sound and music since 1978.
USA
School for INNER SOUND
Seattle, WA
Tel: 1 206 618 3985
info@innersoundonline.com
www.innersoundonline.com

UK
Sheila Hill
INNER SOUND (Arden Wilken) Ltd.
Tel 44 (0) 208 891 3798
info@inner-sound.co.uk
www.inner-sound.co.uk

NETHERLANDS
SPAIN
School for INNER SOUND NEDERLAND
School for INNER SOUND
Maarten Haalboom
Barcelona
Tel: 31 (0) 74 2668851
Tel. 34 629 73 96 19
maarten@omzin.nl
spain@innersoundonline.com
http://es.innersoundonline.com
www.omzin.nl

www.innersoundonline.com

est. 1978

an original system of
sound therapy &
therapeutic music.
The elements
of INNER SOUND
create expansion and
contraction helping
to release tension
stored in the body
and field.
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